BOATING’S VERDICT

SPECIFICATIONS

It’s pretty hard not to like the Dickey Semifly 28 hardtop. The decision

➤ loa x beam 8.8m x 2.8m
➤ draft 0.5m (leg raised)
➤ weight 3600kg light
➤ engine Cummins-Mercruiser QLD 320hp
➤ propeller aluminium 19.75in x 21in
➤ deadrise variable to 18° at transom
➤ fuel 350-litre underfloor tank
➤ cruising speed 22-26 knots
➤ max speed 33.5 knots
➤ price POA
➤ designer Dennis Harjamaa/Jason Dickey
➤ enquiries 021 577 781 Dickey Boats Ltd www.dickeyboats.co.nz

to fit a lid only makes it more attractive to my way of thinking, offering
more comfort and adding family appeal. That Jason Dickey has managed
to integrate the hardtop so well with the rest of the boat’s lines is a
reflection of how much time he has spent getting it just right.
North Bay is a superbly-built boat, benefiting from a construction
process anchored in big boat building techniques. Rather than simply
up-scaling smaller boat designs, the Dickeys utilise alloy superyacht
methodology in all their boats, large and small.
In other respects too, the boat is like a superyacht: attention to detail,
engineering (all the wiring looms are fabricated in-house, for instance),
paint, upholstery and stainless work. Everything is first-class.
North Bay will spend some of her time on a mooring, but when she’s
not required she’ll be hauled out onto the launching trailer Dickey Boats
has supplied and stored in a boatshed. At 3.6 tonnes dry weight, the boat
can be trailered with the right vehicle and trailer combination, but
it also fits a drystack berth.

PROS

CONS

z Versatile layout, easy-care interior; safe,
predictable handling
z Soft, dry ride
z Drystack-friendly
z Sleeps four adults
z Superbly built, engineered and finished
z Customisable

z Floor level double berth will
not suit everyone
z Sternleg only (no shaft or
outboard option, although
anything’s possible…)
z Fuel and water capacity
modest for extended cruises

Manufacturer of Southern Boats and Lazercraft Boats & also Specialising in Custom Builds over 8m
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Hardtop

Boatbuilder Jason Dickey has waited five years to design and build a
hardtop for his award-winning Semifly 28, but the wait has been worth it.

W

inside the hardtop.

hen I first reviewed the Dickey

demand for its boats. The spacious new factory

Semifly 28 for Boating New

is purpose-built and the Dickeys – husband and

Zealand in June 2007, I came

wife team Jason and Tristin – have plans to build

excellent flow between cockpit and the raised

away mightily impressed

an interior fit-out/finishing facility too.

‘semi-flybridge’, but drop covers offer the option

by what was then a young

All Dickey boats are built from 5083

company’s first boat. Five

aluminium, but engineered and finished to

The hardtop is open to the rear, maintaining

of fully enclosing the space at night or when
conditions are really unpleasant.
Jason designed the hardtop himself,

years later and I’m just as impressed with its new

the highest standard, including the paint, so

hardtop version.

whether you are seeing the striking midnight-

spending long hours at the computer to get it

blue boat from a distance or close up, it’s

just right.

The Dickey Semifly 28 is unusual enough to
be unmistakeable. She sports a radical sheerline

difficult to tell you are looking at an alloy boat.

hardtop. I needed to provide enough headroom

and an almost plumb bow that immediately
identifies her as something different. The design

“There were a number of challenges adding a

CLOSING THE LID

inside the flybridge, but I didn’t want the

is by Dennis Harjamaa and its distinctive styling

Fitting a hardtop has transformed the

hardtop to be so tall it detracted from the boat’s

cues are reflected in all the models Dickey Boats

Semifly (short for semi-flybridge), giving it a

lines and I definitely didn’t want it to look like a

produce, from the Custom trailerboat range to

more launch-like feel and raising comfort levels

late addition.”

the Dickey 32 and a planned range of 40 and

inside. We were aboard North Bay on a cool,

50-foot launches.

late autumn morning in Napier and appreciated

raised to accommodate the tallest passenger

some protection from the elements, and the

and Jason also reworked the floor, dropping it a

for the Napier company, which recently moved to

Eberspächer diesel heater in the cabin below

few centimetres to improve standing head room

much larger premises so it could meet the rising

that also served to take the chill out of the air

inside. This gain is at the expense of the guest

The Semifly 28 has been a successful model

The middle portion of the hardtop roof is

cabin under the hardtop sole, which loses a bit
of height over the athwartships bed, but the
compromise works and there’s still sufficient
height over the double berth so you can easily
make the bed.
What Jason has achieved with the hardtop
roof is a sculptural look that blends in well with
the boat’s strong lines. The new stainless steel
radar/aerial mast is another sculptural element
that’s also stylish and practical.
SECRET SPORTFISHER
The Dickey Semifly 28 is a natural
sportfisher. There’s a big Tek-Dek covered,
self-draining cockpit, wide coamings, plenty
of freeboard and a wide, twin-element cockpit
door in the middle of the transom. The swim
platform is an option.
North Bay is destined for the Marlborough
Sounds and fishing isn’t high on the agenda,
so Dickey Boats has kept fishing paraphernalia
to a minimum. There are just four throughgunwale rodholders, a dive ladder on the swim
platform and provision to mount a bait station
or barbecue on the transom.
However it would be easy to turn this boat
into a serious sportfisher, something Jason
Dickey – with his gamefishing experience
– knows a bit about. As it is, the standard
side-shelves are long enough for fishing rods,
gaffs, tag poles or boat hooks and wide enough
for dive bottles, while the uncluttered, walkaround cockpit with its coved edges, excellent
toe room and thigh-height gunwales would be
easy to work.
Under the cockpit sole is a CumminsMercruiser QSD 320hp turbo-diesel. It sits low in
the hull on substantial engine bearers and the
Tek-Dek covered engine box in the middle of the
cockpit is only around 220mm high. Not only is it
low and easy to step onto, but you can also walk
right around it and the transom area is clear,
which is great for fishing. Many owners mount a
game chair on top of the engine box.
The engine box and a good part of the

Seating in the bow doubles as two generous berths

cockpit sole hinge up. It is supported on gas
struts to provide excellent engine access.

with whatever’s going on out there. A pair of

area features a large saloon table and seating

Lifting the cockpit sole is easy enough using

fold-down, aft-facing seats – it’s tempting to call

wrapped right around the bow. A neutral

the finger-saving tool Jason supplies. Start and

them ‘Dickey seats’ – tucked under the cockpit

colour palette looks clean and modern while

house batteries are easy to reach and there’s

overhang are good places to sit and watch lures

an overhead hatch provides natural light and

an Isotemp hot water cylinder filled with fresh

in the wake. The fore and aft bench seat to port

ventilation, along with the companionway

water heated by the engine for the cockpit

has room for at least two while the skipper’s

opening. The companionway can be closed with

shower, main bathroom and galley. There’s

comfort is provided by a nicely upholstered

a polycarbonate door.

also a saltwater cockpit wash-down.

Easy-Rider pedestal bucket seat with a fold-down

COMFORT BELOW
If the big cockpit is all serious intent, the
boat’s interior balances a practical layout

Settees provide two generous single berths

footrest. Low-waisted blue-tinted windows

(dropping the table and adding infill squabs is an

enhance the feeling of space inside the hardtop

option to make a super-size double berth) and

and afford excellent visibility.

there’s a double berth at floor level extending

Although it’s only 28-feet long, the Dickey

under the cockpit sole behind the companionway

with comfort and style. The hardtop is open

Semifly 28 is a roomy boat inside thanks to

steps. In between is a good-sized galley on the

to the cockpit aft so you are always in touch

its long waterline length. The accommodation

port side with a compact, fully-enclosed head to

The compact, functional galley; athwartships double

starboard under the helm station featuring a Jabsco toilet and holding tank. Hand-stitched
vinyl headlinings and upholstery, also in the hardtop, supply a bit of luxury but should also be
easy to clean along with the high-quality marine coatings.
While everything is reasonably compact, the Semifly 28 lacks for nothing, including storage
space. All of the main features of the boat’s interior – ‘joinery’ such as built-in lockers, seats/
beds, shelving, bathroom, vanity, windows, hatches, access panels, holes for wiring and
plumbing and various engineering elements – are part of the CAD design, created on the
computer and then CNC-cut. The result is seamless, every piece playing an integral part of the
whole with no add-ons or afterthoughts. In this respect, and many others, the Dickey is more
like a moulded GRP boat than one constructed from aluminium, but with the advantage that it
can be customised far more easily.

Drop covers enclose the hardtop for comfort at night or
during inclement weather

“We are in the business of creating high-quality custom boats,” explains Jason, who can
render virtually any customer request on the computer until both parties are happy.

about the two-tier console at first, but I needn’t have
worried: Jason has worked out the eye-lines perfectly so

BIG BOAT PERFORMANCE

you can easily see all the digital and analogue gauges

We took a run out into Hawke Bay, leaving Ahuriri and heading towards Tongoio Point.

along the upper tier whether seated or standing at the

The passage was relaxed, North Bay breasting a lazy swell at a comfortable and economical

helm.

25 knots. North Bay cruises happily anywhere between 17 - 28 knots, so you can adjust your
speed to suit the conditions. At 17 knots the noise reading at the helm was a quiet 86dB.
Typically for a Dickey boat, North Bay travels with almost a third of her hull clear of the
water, the chines curling spray away from the hull. It’s not a nose-up attitude – the boat
runs level – but she rides on the middle and after portions of the hull, making use of the

Even the windscreen glass has merited Jason’s
attention, the pattern around the edges designed on
computer, output to the glass manufacturer and printed
onto the glass in the factory.
Sea Star hydraulic steering is positive and a Sidepower

variable deadrise which tapers from very fine to 18° at the transom. In big seas the boat

bowthruster makes docking easy. The trim tabs are QL

maintains its level attitude, punching the bow through the waves. The 28 Semifly has an

interrupter types which work well, subtly altering the boat’s

excellent reputation for sea kindliness and Dickey hulls are also highly efficient, offering

attitude and compensating for wind on the beam.

good performance and fuel economy from modest horsepower.
North Bay is slightly under-propped, to suit her intended use, but we still saw 35.5 knots

Although driving the Semifly 28 is quite a serene
experience, the boat responds smartly to helm inputs and you

on the Lowrance HDS10 GPS display with the engine spinning at 3800rpm, right on the rev

can safely throw it around quite aggressively. It leans into the

limiter.

turns but not excessively, and holds tight if you keep winding

At a slightly less frenetic 3500rpm, North Bay still manages 30 knots and would
probably do more with a differently pitched prop on the Bravo II leg.
Equally impressive is the way the boat holds the plane right down to 12 knots, which
should allow comfortable, efficient passages in rough conditions. At trolling speed (7.8

into the turn. There’s no tendency for the hull to trip and it’s
difficult to make it bang, possibly because of the amount of
structure built into the hull.
In terms of ride and performance, North Bay feels longer

knots) the Cummins-Mercruiser is consuming less than eight litres of diesel an hour, so

than 28-feet which makes sense because the Semifly

with a 350-litre diesel tank you can cover a lot of fish.

28’s waterline length is considerably longer than most

Sitting at the helm feels comfortable with good vision in every direction. I wondered

28-footers due to its hull design.

